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Geography - Implementation

Modular Approach – Knowledge

At Barrow Primary School, Geography is taught across each year group in modules through our 
curriculum  that enables pupils to study in depth key geographical understanding, skills and 

vocabulary. Each module aims to activate  and build upon prior learning, including EYFS, to ensure 

better cognition and retention. Each module is carefully sequenced  to enable pupils to purposefully 

layer learning from previous sessions to facilitate the acquisition and retention of key  geographical 

knowledge. Each module is revisited either later in the year or in the following year as part of a 

spaced  retrieval practice method to ensure pupils retain key knowledge and information.

Subject Skills

As well as ensuring pupils are taught key knowledge, each module is designed to offer pupils the

opportunity to develop their skills as a geographer in asking questions, planning and carrying

out fieldwork, collecting and analysing information and drawing conclusions.



Geography - Implementation

Principles – Implementing the Principle of the Curriculum

A guiding principle of CUSP Geography is that each study draws upon prior learning. For example, in the EYFS, 
pupils may learn about People, Culture and Communities or The Natural World through daily activities and 
exploring their locality and immediate environment. This is revisited and positioned so that new and potentially 
abstract content in Year 1 can be put into a known location and make it easier to cognitively process. Pupils in EYFS 
explore globes and world locations through their curiosity corners, making links to where animals live. This 
substantive knowledge is used to remember and position the locations of continents and oceans, with more 
sophisticated knowledge. High volume and deliberate practice are essential for pupils to remember and retrieve 
substantive knowledge and use their disciplinary knowledge to explain and articulate what they know. This means 
pupils make conscious connections and think hard, using what they know. CUSP Geography is built around the 
principles of cumulative knowledge focusing on spaces, places, scale, human and physical processes with an 
emphasis on how content is connected and relational knowledge acquired. An example of this is the identification 
of continents, such as Europe, and its relationship to the location of the UK. 

CUSP Geography equips pupils to become ‘more expert’ with each study and grow an ever broadening and 
coherent mental model of the subject. This guards against superficial, disconnected and fragmented geographical 
knowledge. Specific and associated geographical vocabulary is planned sequentially and cumulatively from Year 1 
to Year 6. High frequency, multiple meaning words (tier 2) are taught and help make sense of subject specific words 
(tier 3). Each learning module in geography has a vocabulary module with teacher guidance, tasks and resources. 
CUSP Geography is planned so that the retention of knowledge is much more than just ‘in the moment knowledge’. 
The cumulative nature of the curriculum is made memorable by the implementation of Bjork’s desirable difficulties, 
including retrieval and spaced retrieval practice, word building and deliberate practice tasks. This powerful 
interrelationship between structure and research-led practice is designed to increase substantive knowledge and 
accelerate learning within and between study modules. That means the foundational knowledge of the curriculum 
is positioned to ease the load on the working memory: new content is connected to prior learning. The effect of 
this cumulative model supports opportunities for children to associate and connect with places, spaces, scale, 
people, culture and processes.



Knowledge Organisers and Knowledge Notes

Accompanying each module is a Knowledge Organiser which contains key vocabulary, information and concepts which 

all  pupils are expected to understand and retain. Knowledge notes are the elaboration and detail to help pupils acquire 

the  content of each module. They support vocabulary and concept acquisition through a well-structured sequence that 

is  cumulative. Each Knowledge Note begins with questions that link back to the cumulative quizzing, focussing on key 

content  to be learnt and understood. Knowledge Organisers and Knowledge Notes are dual coded to provide pupils 

with visual calls  to aid understanding and recall.

Knowledge Organisers and Knowledge notes are referenced throughout each module and copies of the Knowledge  

Organiser are sent home to families to support with home learning. In addition, pupils can access at home key 

learning  platforms that are used in school e.g. Curriculum Visions.

Example Knowledge 
Organiser for Year 4 unit 
looking at longitude and 
latitude.

Example Knowledge 
Note - Learning question 
1 - Year 4 Longitude and 
Latitude Unit.



Reasonable adjustments: inclusion and SEND

Accompanying each learning question is 
a knowledge note which contains key 
vocabulary, information and concepts 
which all  pupils are expected to 
understand and retain. 

Our dual coded knowledge notes are a 
valuable resource in the teaching of 
substantive knowledge and vocabulary 
acquisition. 

Our editable knowledge notes enable us 
to make reasonable adjustments, which 
are bespoke to the learner, to ensure 
that all pupils are able to access the 
curriculum. 



Reading
In our geography curriculum we encourage pupils to access high quality texts to support their learning and develop 
their skills in  accessing information from a range of sources. Teachers model reading geographical  texts and pupils 
spend time partner  reading or reading independently to acquire knowledge or deepen their understanding.

All children have access to the ‘Curriculum Visions’ website, which is a digital library with a range of high quality 
texts tailored to our curriculum. Children are provided with opportunities to extend their learning, or carry out pre-
reading tasks about their current unit of learning. We believe this helps to raise the profile of our foundation 
curriculum,  by actively involving parents in supporting their children’s learning and development at home.

Vocabulary
Specific and associated geographical vocabulary is planned sequentially 
and cumulatively from Year 1 to Year 6. High frequency, multiple 
meaning words (Tier 2) are taught alongside and help make sense of 
subject specific words (Tier 3). Each learning module in geography has a 
vocabulary module with teacher guidance, tasks and resources

Each learning module is accompanied by a vocabulary resource pack 
which assists the explicit teaching of vocabulary. These vocabulary tasks 
are used to model and develop coherent vocabulary understanding 
through the multifaceted vocabulary instruction.

Geography and Literacy



.

Oracy
When discussing their findings or presenting information, pupils are encouraged to speak  using full sentences and 

incorporating the key subject vocabulary.

Our curriculum allows a opportunities for children to acquire skills which they may not have acquired at home: skills 

which we believe will help them to take up further educational opportunities. 

Writing
Pupils are encouraged to write across all areas of the curriculum and teachers model how to write purposefully in 

each  subject using key structures and vocabulary. Pupils are encouraged to use their curriculum books as 

reference  books, using previous work, knowledge organisers and knowledge notes. 

With cognitive science at the heart of our curriculum, our geography units are sequenced to provide pupils with 

opportunities to apply their substantive knowledge from recent year groups or key stages to current writing 

modules.

Geography and Literacy



Thinking Geography Tasks

A menu of disciplinary knowledge tasks accompany 
each learning question. Teachers select at least one 
task that will consolidate and elaborate pupil 
understanding relating to the teaching of the 
knowledge note. 

These disciplinary knowledge tasks are only 
completed after the explicit instruction of the 
content in the knowledge note.

These tasks provide relevant and sophisticated 
CHALLENGE for pupils to think hard about the 
content – creating coherent long-term memory.

We refer these tasks as ‘thinking geographically 
tasks’.



Resources
All Geography modules are underpinned by high quality texts which support wider curriculum reading. 

As well as our own school library, extensive site and online resources, we also access, where possible local organisations 

and the  local library and enable children to broaden their geographical understanding and curiosity through educational 

visits and field work.

Google Earth and Digital 
Mapping

3D Interactive 
Globe

Dorling Kindersley 
OnlineIM
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Continuous Professional Development
All staff have undergone CPD in Cognitive Load Theory, Spaced Practice Retrieval Theory and planning the wider 

curriculum  which has supported the development of a modular wider curriculum.
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Teachers are encouraged to develop their subject knowledge by accessing resources and disseminating good 

practice in  school.
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